TurboSAN Accelerator

SAN Acceleration At The Speed of Flash
Enmotus’ Version 1.3 Virtual SSD Software introduces a new tiering mode – TurboSAN
Accelerator. This mode is targeted primarily for SAN environments. The TurboSAN
Accelerator configuration keeps a copy of the “Hot” data on both the fast storage media
and the capacity storage media or storage array. All reads are served off this fast tier
and writes go to both the fast and slow tier so a valid copy of the data is always
preserved in case of server failure.

A summary of target
environments for each mode is
highlighted below.
Virtual SSD DAS Mode Primary
Targets:
• DAS storage
environments
• SAN-less scale out
storage environments
Virtual SSD TurboSAN
Accelerator Mode Primary
Targets:
• SAN environments
• HPC environments

Uncompromising Performance
Enmotus Virtual SSD software gives you the flexibility
to work with all of your storage environments,
including DAS storage servers, scale out SAN-less
architectures as well as disaggregated environments
with external SAN storage. The same software works
in all of the environments.
A Better Acceleration Technology
TurboSAN Accelerator allows you to realize the full
performance of your fast flash devices. Active data
remains permanently on the fast devices as long as it
remains active. It is only displaced by data that
becomes hotter in the future. There is no need for
periodic flushing of data from the fast tier (as in a
cache architecture). The Virtual SSD tiering engine
uses a high speed (< 1 μsecond) remapping
architecture, while traditional caching utilizes a cache
table that needs to be scanned to validate if the
requested data is in cache or not.
Buy The Right Amount Of Flash
Identify the size of your active working set with our
advanced analytics. This allows you to properly size
your flash to ensure your active data resides in flash.
As your needs grow, rest easy knowing that our Nondisruptive upgrade feature makes it easy to add to or
exchange the flash in your system while online.

TurboSAN Accelerator boosts the performance of your external storage arrays. Pair
high performance server side flash storage, such as NVMe, with capacity centric
external storage. The external storage can be cost effective hard drive solutions, or
an All Flash Array for a high-end ultra performance solution. All of your data is fully
protected in the event of server failures. The figures below highlight the
infrastructure differences between TurboSAN Accelerator mode and the traditional
DAS mode.
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Figure 1 TurboSAN mode uses performance flash in
the server to accelerate an external array. Writes
are mirrored on the external array to prevent data
loss in the event of server failure.

Figure 2: The standard DAS mode
accelerates storage server environments
where both the performance and capacity
storage media is contained within a single
server and/or direct attached JBOD.

In the TurboSAN configuration, protection from data loss is provided by the external
storage array. In the DAS mode, protection from data loss is provided by RAID
functionality with the storage server, or in the case of a scale out solution, it can also be
provided by mirroring data across servers.
TurboSAN Accelerator Advantages
• No limits on size of flash – CPU utilization does not increase with large flash sizes
• Improved SSD life – no need to flush data
• Persistent on reboot – no need to re-warm the data
• Advanced file pinning - pin to either tier
• Visual monitoring tools – see read/write activity in real time
• Use any block based storage – Can front end all flash array with faster flash
• Suitable for IO intensive and high bandwidth applications
• Non-Disruptive Flash upgrade
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